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Key Market Indicators 
 

Inflation 5.6% 

Interest Rate (Bank Rate) 5.25% 
Source: Central Bank of Swaziland 
 

Introduction 
“Achieving more with less spending: sustaining economic growth and protecting social development” is 
Government aim for the Budget 2015/2016. In previous editions we have discussed the importance of 
financial independence and tackled the debt management subject, the two discussions fit in well with 
Government’s aim however to our personal finances should relate as follows “Achieving more with less 
spending: sustaining financial growth and protecting wealth created”.  While the budget may look at the 
bigger picture economically there are items in the budget to note that should trigger some thoughts and 
improve financial planning at a personal finance level.  
 
Developments 
Over the past few months we have seen Petrol price at a reduced level which was as a result of a drop in 
oil prices, however with steady increase in the oil prices currently experienced, again fuel price increases 
are on the horizon in the near foreseeable future. Though this oil price drop will last for a short period, 
this will make a difference to consumer disposable incomes and the extra money does add up and 
makes a difference in either spending or saving. Inflation has come down to 5.6%, there is a positive 
relationship between a drop in oil price and a lower inflation rate. When oil price reduces, input costs to 
companies goes down because now it cost them less to transport goods from point A to B resulting in 
company savings of which the benefits generally are passed to the consumer, however we need to be 
cautious and the effect of such is not seen immediately. At a personal level this can generally have a 
positive impact by way of lower food, petrol as well as other associated benefits and coupled with an 
idea of possible rate of salary increases or adjustments. Negative to the good story is the currently 
pending electricity tariff increase application which will affect spending and reduce disposable incomes.  
 
From a tax perspective, they (taxes) remain Government primary source of revenue in addition to SACU 
receipts. There was uncertainty over Value Added Tax (VAT) on whether it would increase or not. VAT 
and income tax remain unchanged. However there are initiatives by the Income Tax Order to tax 
residents on worldwide income opposed to being tax on income generated in Swaziland. There are plans 
to introduce the levy on alcohol and tobacco. Once implemented this will decrease disposable income of 
consumers and this may be higher than previous levels as Government is of the view that it is also the 
right way to influence consumers’ behavior through taxation. The personal finance space remains well 
regulated under the Financial Services Regulatory Authority. 
 
Savings and Investments 
The Minister when presenting the budget referred to a study by the Swaziland Economic Policy and 
Research Centre (SEPARC) which indicated that the savings culture is nonexistent. The finding aligns to a 
finding in the 2011 FinScope Consumer Survey which highlighted that there was no clear differentiation 
between savings and investments. Savings is interpreted as putting money aside to use in future and 
investing is putting money aside so it yields returns. The Minister stated “This must change, and indeed 
one of Government’s long term priority objectives is to encourage domestic savings to contribute to 
long term development finance and to lower lending rates to borrowers, which currently stand at                
8.8 percent compared with 8.5 percent a year ago.”  
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This we believe is achieved through education, improved financial literacy levels which form a good base 
for encouragement. Currently there are high levels of indebtedness. Once people manage their debts to 
reasonable levels this provides a platform to save. 
 
What exactly are savings and investments? 
The terms are often used interchangeably and understood to be the same yet the use and the results 
from both differ. The two are key components in the financial planning process and their use and needs 
differ according to the circumstances they address at a particular point. Value can be derived from both 
once their function is understood.  Net Income basically is the portion of amount left over after 
subtracting expenses from income. Savings generally refers to money which is put aside from net 
income to be able to take care of emergencies such as death in the family, geyser problems, Car break-
downs, retrenchments and other immediate and unforeseen financial requirements. Savings are short-
term in nature and you should be able to access the money within a short space of time, therefore 
savings should be flexible, example of a saving solution is either money market account or call account 
with your preferred local bank. Investing is the placing of money in a long term solution with the 
objective of generating investment returns in the form of earning dividends from shares, receiving 
interests from Bonds, properties, and also by exposing your money internationally through international 
unit trusts for profit or material gain which may come in to different forms income growth or capital 
growth. What is key therefore is that when you invest, you need to be fully aware that the commitment 
is long term at least 5 years minimum. So saving is the first step to investing. We will discuss in upcoming 
editions further the difference between the two concepts and what options are available and how to 
compare the options available relating to savings and investments. 
 
What to expect from future budgets? 
The SACU receipts keeps coming up that Government’s expenditure is mainly funded by the receipts. 
This will have to change and Government will need to look at alternative sources of revenue. Taxes 
being the primary source will increase at some point in time and any other levy that may be deemed to 
improve revenue base. 
 
Glossary 
 

1. Inflation – the general increase in prices and the fall in purchasing value of money. 
2. Interest Rate – amount paid by borrowers for use of money borrowed from lenders. 
3. SACU – Southern African Customs Union 
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